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THE NEW BMW M4 GTS.
Whilst the BMW M4 Coupé represents the perfect combination of racing genes and ultimate everyday practicality, the 
new BMW M4 GTS is a highly emotive and exclusive special edition model that leads the way in terms of technology 
and was conceived for use on the race track. Despite featuring exceptional race track qualities, permission to drive the 
vehicle on public roads is unaffected. Engineered to combine maximum driving dynamics with outstanding agility it 
actually required the development of a unique coilover suspension setup with 3 adjustable settings to optimally put its 
enormous dynamic driving potential on the road.
Racing technology for the road – in every sense. Experience the quickest BMW ever.

BMW EFFICIENT DYNAMICS.
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BMW EFFICIENTDYNAMICS.
LESS EMISSIONS. MORE DRIVING PLEASURE.
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Standard Equipment Highlights

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS.
The new BMW M4 GTS is available with a high level of standard equipment, some of which is highlighted below. 

M4 GTS
 █ Adaptive LED headlights, front
 █ �Aerodynamic�Carbon-fibre�reinforced�plastic�(CFRP)�front�and�rear�splitter,�GTS�specific� 

with exposed CFRP pattern
 █ Air�Breather,�M-specific
 █ Air conditioning, automatic single-zone
 █ BMW Organic Light, rear
 █  Black Extended Merino and Black Nappa leather upholstery with Dark Grey contrast stitching and  

Alcantara inserts
 █ CFRP bonnet, body colour with integrated air vent
 █ Cooling�system,�with�increased�efficiency
 █ Fuel supply, oil and water circuits adapted for race track operation
 █ Full Black panel display
 █ �GTS�specific�tool-kit�located�in�luggage�compartment,�for�use�with�adjustable�splitter,�rear�wing�and� 

coilover suspension
 █ Handbrake lever in Black Nappa leather, with an Anthracite Alcantara gaiter
 █ Headrests, integrated into CFRP racing seats
 █ Interior�door�trims,�lightweight�with�a�woven�Carbon-fibre�effect
 █ Interior�trim,�Anthracite�Alcantara�including�Acid�Orange�‘GTS’�embossing,�with�a�Black�Chrome�finisher
 █ Lightweight engineering, with extended use of CFRP
 █ Lightweight front centre console
 █ M Carbon Ceramic braking system
 █ M Double Clutch Transmission with Drivelogic, seven-speed
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Standard Equipment Highlights

 █  M light alloy style 666 M wheels with Acid Orange highlights – with Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres,  
19" front, 20" rear

 █ M4�GTS�specific�coilover�suspension
 █ M TwinPower Turbo in-line six-cylinder petrol engine, with water injection
 █  Multi-function M Alcantara steering wheel, three-spoke with three-colour M stitching and 12 o’clock   

marker in Acid Orange
 █ M4 designation, on the Kidney Grille
 █ M4 GTS designation, on the right side of the tailgate
 █ Rear�CFRP�luggage�compartment�partitions�and�a�GFRP�(Glass-Fibre�Reinforced�Plastic)�bench�base
 █ Sport exhaust system in Titanium, exclusive to M4 GTS with visible quad tailpipes featuring M logo
 █ Three-point seat belts, with exclusive M stripe design
 █ �Two�CFRP�Racing�Bucket�seats�finished�in�Black�Merino�Leather�and�Alcantara�for�driver�and� 

front passenger only
 █ Water Injection Tank located in the boot – 5 litres capacity for distilled water

M4 GTS RRP from £120,500 inc. VAT
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS.
Feature Highlights5

CFRP ADJUSTABLE FRONT SPLITTER WITH ACID ORANGE 
HIGHLIGHT AND ADAPTIVE LED FRONT HEADLIGHTS.

The new BMW M4 GTS features a unique front splitter constructed in lightweight CFRP 
with the adjustable section finished in Acid Orange. The splitter is manually adjustable 

for road and track settings. In combination with the CFRP rear 
spoiler, it ensures perfect aerodynamic balance and allows the new 

BMW M4 GTS to be adapted for both individual race tracks and for 
use on the road. Another example of the engineers’ rigorous adherence 

to lightweight design is the CFRP bonnet, which lowers the car’s weight 
and centre of gravity further still. In addition, the wide front bumper air 

intake optimises airflow and minimises front axle lift. 
Full white Adaptive LED headlights ensure the closest resemblance to day 

light and provide a unique and distinctive character. The intelligent system 
can also adapt the beam distribution depending on the traffic situation.  

The left and right headlight beams are controlled independently enabling light 
to be channelled around or away from other vehicles. 

The lightweight, forged and polished light alloy wheels in 666 M styling 
feature�an�Acid�Orange�accent�with�a�polished�face.�The�9.5J�x�19�(front)�
and�10.5J�x�20�(rear)�wheels�are�fitted�with�Michelin�Sport�Cup�2�tyres�
(265/35�R19�at�the�front,�285/30�R20�at�the�rear).�The�mixed-size�tyres�
provide the ideal conduit for the stand-out dynamic attributes of the  
new BMW M4 GTS with optimum adhesion to the road or track.  
The powerful braking performance on the M Carbon Ceramic brakes 
is complimented by aesthetic appeal with perforated brake discs 
housed behind a unique caliper finished in Gold metallic with BMW 
M designation.
█� Highest heat resistance even with continuous sporting use
█� More direct use of braking force
█� Increased fade resistance
█� Drastically reduced brake disc wear
█� Zero corrosion

LIGHTWEIGHT M STYLE 666 M ALLOY WHEELS WITH CUP TYRES AND  
M CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES. 



Feature Highlights 6

The new BMW M4 GTS is fitted with innovative and 
unique rear lights featuring OLED technology – BMW 
Organic�Light.��OLEDs�(organic�light-emitting�diodes)�

are a new type of light source producing full-surface and 
homogenous illumination – in contrast to LEDs, which emit 

light in a single point. 
OLED technology heralds a new era in light design and lighting 

concepts, and opens up new possibilities when it comes to a 
characteristic and distinctive light signature for BMW models – 

both for their daytime driving lights and during the hours  
of darkness.

Unique to the new BMW M4 GTS is the Lightweight CRFP Adjustable Rear Spoiler. 
Featuring sculpted aluminium support arms and adjustable for the race track or road,  

the CFRP spoiler showcases the race car DNA of the new BMW M4 GTS.

OLED REAR TAIL LIGHTS AND ADJUSTABLE 
LIGHTWEIGHT REAR SPOILER. 

LIGHTWEIGHT TITANIUM EXHAUST SYSTEM WITH 
CFRP REAR DIFFUSER.

The new BMW M4 GTS is fitted with a lightweight Titanium exhaust system 
which not only lowers weight by 20%, the lower back pressure helps to 
increase performance whilst delivering a unique and noticeably louder exhaust 
note�specific�to�the�new�BMW�M4�GTS.�With�80mm�slash�cut�tailpipes�
featuring M-specific logos its high performance intent is clear. 
In combination with the exhaust system, the CFRP Rear Diffuser gives  
a striking appearance. It adds visual appeal to the back of the new  
BMW M4 GTS and further emphasises the race track derived design. It 

also works alongside the spoiler to improve downforce and air flow at the rear of the car.



INTERIOR EQUIPMENT. 
Interior Equipment 

To provide maximum precision handling and control everything in the cockpit is geared 
towards the driver, guaranteeing intuitive operation. The Alcantara M steering wheel 

enables the driver perfect control with optimised ergonomics. Whilst the M DCT 
transmission with gearshift and gearshift paddles enables gear changes in a split second 

to give uninterupted power delivery. 

The Club Sport package combines the 6 point Schroth Racing Harnesses for 
ultimate stability, the Multi point steel roll cage in Acid Orange and a rear mounted fire 

extinguisher. Combined with the weight optimised CFRP bucket seats with high-grip,  
hardwearing Alcantara and leather upholstery, it ensures a heightened motor  

sport experience.
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Interior Equipment 

The lightweight door side panels, with the puristic door handle loops create a sense of 
pure racing feeling with their subtle M stripes. The combination of BMW Individual GTS 

specific extended upholstery and Anthracite Alcantara with Dark Grey contrast stitching 
creates an athletic appeal. 

The sublime M interior design features the Anthracite Alcantara interior trim including 
Acid Orange ‘GTS’ perforations that expresses the true sporting spirit of the car. The 
8.8"�control�display�can�be�used�to�show�BMW�M�Laptimer�app�data�allowing�you�to�

optimise and share your best performance.  
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Optional Equipment
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Price

Carbon-fibre Interior Performance Package
Comprises: 
– BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel, with Carbon trim and digital race display 
– BMW M Performance gear lever trim and surround finished in Carbon and Alcantara

ZG4 ○ £1,090

Club Sport Package
Comprises:
– 6-point Schroth Racing Harnesses, for driver and front passenger mounted to roll cage
– Roll cage, in Acid Orange
– Fire extinguisher

ZG2 ○ £0 

Internet 6AR ○ £95 

M Head-up Display 610 ○ £825 

Online Entertainment 6FV ○ £160 

Speed Limit Display 8TH ○ £220 

Sun protection glass 420 ○ £265 

PAINTWORK
Alpine White non-metallic 300 uni ○ £0

Black Sapphire metallic 475 met ○ £0

BMW Individual Frozen Dark Grey metallic 490 Ind ○ £0

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT.

The high-quality Alcantara steering 
wheel provides excellent grip at any 

temperature and even in extreme 
driving situations. The race display 

in the newest OLED technology 
and the two-toned LED gear-shift 

displays to the left and right give 
the vehicle an authentic motor-

sport feeling every day. At the 
push of a button, Race, Sport, or 

EfficientDynamics Mode can be 
engaged. The trim in lacquered 

Carbon-fibre lends a unique, 
upscale athletic look. 

Images shown are not the new BMW M4 GTS. Interior equipment varies, please speak to your BMW Retailer for more information. Content correct at time of going to print.  
Prices subject to change.
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THE NEW BMW M4 GTS.

Model Power output
(hp)

0-62mph
(secs)

Top Speed Combined fuel
consumption 

(mpg)

CO2 emissions
(g/km)

M4 GTS 500 3.8 190mph 34.0 194

TECHNICAL INFORMATION.

PRICING INFORMATION.
Model Basic price 

(excluding 
VAT)

VAT
20%

Retail price 
(including 

VAT)

On the  
road price

P11d value BIK tax rate 
(2015 / 2016)

VED 
band

Insurance 
group

M4 GTS £100,416,67 £20,083.33 £120,500 £121,770 £121,225 34% J TBC

On the road price
The recommended on the road price includes:
Delivery and BMW Emergency Service £700 
Number plates £25 
Vehicle�first�registration�fee� £55 
First year Vehicle Excise Duty See left

Prices and specifications
BMW�(UK)�Limited�reserves�the�right�to�alter�prices�and�
specifications�without�notice.�BMW�(UK)�Limited�has�made�
every effort to ensure the accuracy of information but does  
not accept liability for any errors or omissions.

VED rates
VED rates for brand new cars are determined by their CO2�emissions�figure.� 
First�year�VED�applies�to�the�first�year�of�ownership.�Annual�VED�rates�apply�thereafter.� 
The new BMW M4 GTS model falls into the category listed below:

CO2 emissions 
(g/km)

Band J 
186 – 200

First year VED £490
Annual VED 

(second year onwards) £265

Technical and Pricing Information 10



BMW UK on Facebook
www.facebook.com/bmwuk�

Valid from October 2015.
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